
DW Church Business Meeting 
Minutes 
 
Date: 02/04/22 
Time:  19:15-21:50 
Location: DW church 

 

 

 

  Type of meeting: 
Business Meeting 

 

Facilitator: Elder Ropo  Note taker: Sheneece  

 
Agenda item:.             Building expesnes and donations  with Sis. Angela M                                                                           

 

Church expenses and offering presentation provided by Sis. Angela Manoli is attached. (Attachement 1) 

 

    

Agenda item:  Building works and updates with Bro. Coxwell   

Discussion: 

Planning permission 

The planning application has been lodged with Fingal Co for the proposed change of use and the alterations to the 
building. It will be approximately 7.5-8 weeks before the planning department advise as to their decision. This will 
usually be one of three decisions: 

1. Refusal of the planning application 
2. Grant of planning application, with conditions 
3. Request for additional information and/or chnages to the applicationbeing considered 
4.  

Whilst the appliaction is with the loacl authrity, no alterations, changes, building work can be done externally and 
internally (unless minor in nature) until planning permission has been granted 

 

How can the planning be permission be refused?  

• Parking spaces not sufficient 
• Not enough public transport links 
• They find that the building is not suitable to hold the volume of its memebers. 
• They may request additional info. 

In the event that planning permission is refused, an appeal can be made. 

*Probability of the application getting refused is 1:3, we may get planning with conditions* 

 

Live Attendees: 

Ropo, Sade, Ciaran, Ferdy, Lenah, Annie, Angela M, Vasile, Angela T, Sergiu T, Coxwell, Eviah, Femi, Thirdy, Sheneece, Jacinta, 
Ramil, Myril, Caddy, Jethro, Iva, Isiah, Lorna, Iphi, Erwin. 

Note: Bro. Thirdy and Sis. Eviah prayed before beginning of meeting 



With this existing chance of refusal of planning permission, we must consider the risk of losing out on time and money 
by continuing with minor building works e.g installation of internal double doors. 

Alternatively, we can refrain until a decision is made, then continue with clear conscience. 

Notes to keep in mind: Good neighbour relationships are important in preventing complaints that may have a negative 
effect on the application. The issue of litter/ debris is one of main concern. There is evidence of existing litter in the 
area, which is suseptible to movement by wind and other factors. It is important that we routinely document this for 
our own defense. Taking pictures of the outdoor space upon arrival and departure of the church building can help our 
case if the need for this evidence arises.  

 

Building work cost 

Quotations of matierials provided by Bro. Coxwell are attached. (Attchement 2) 

We can deduce from the list of quotations and labor cost area that we will need miminum funding of fifty thousand 
euros.  

Note: The current volume of members attending church regularly is not yet sufficient to warrant the need for a balcony 
area. Therefore, it is not necesarry to incur those costs now. This project can be undertaken at a later stage when 
there is a need. 

 

 

Agenda item: Open disscussion: How to raise money 

Discussion:  

We have 16 -families in church where both husband and wife are in attendance. 

We have 18 - Single working young adults/ Single-parent households  

Suggested options in with to raise money include: 

Loans: 

Union conference/ Irish mission loan 

Credit union loan 

Guarantor method 

Benefactor (fellow church members with disposable income) 

Sis. Angela’s work organisation 

Pros Cons 

It is a quick fix solution Loans can promote relaxation which might affect timely 
repayments  

Being owners of this building means  we are not paying 
monthly rental fess as we used to, therefore, we may be 
capable to repay any loan 

Debt hinders progress, our children inherit our decisions, and 
therefore, we should be prudents as much as we can 

Labour fees may be inflated making fifty thousand euros 
the minimum target, it’s easier to loan a higher amount 
so we can complete all works without drawbacks 

In general, hyperinflation is an impending risk. This not only 
means cost of materials and labour fees may increase but 
also interest rates, would we be able to manage? 



 

Donations: 

Pledges  

Fundraising 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many of us are not indiginious to Ireland and have 
family/friends in home countries that we aid finanically, 
this makes pledging large sums of money difficult, and 
aquiring a loan easier. 

Being a prperty owner involves maintainence and other non-
obvious factors, getting a loan is a financial risk, failure to 
perform affects our credit standing/ that of any guarantor.  

 The evidence from sis. Angela’s presentation shows offering 
contributions have been low. This suggests that we would 
need to improve drastically as a church to repay any kind of 
loan. There are many expenses that are covered in the 
budget including obvious but also nonobvious transactions 
e.g bank fees, gas, electricty etc. Bearing in mind that we 
haven’t even yet started paying for water.  

Pros Cons 

There is no time pressure, we can take our time to raise 
the money, working on the building little by little.  

From health and safety perpsectives the church is liable for 
any incidents that may happen to members in the church, 
there are live wires and cracks exposed within the building. 
This is a risk and the church could be shut down if someone 
was to be injured due to those hazards. Therefore, time is 
somewhat a factor. 

There are many methods of fundraising that we can 
explore to gather the money besides the obvious event 
fundraising, if we are creative we may come up eith many 
methods that allow us to acquire enough. E.g: 

We can consider renting out the rooms on the 1st floor.  

We can sell some personal items that we have no use for 
and donate to the project  

 

 



 

 

Agenda item:  Conclusion 

After many alternative solutions have been presented and discussed, we conclude that it is best to distribute 
papers* to send home with families. They can write on these papers the amount they feel comfortable pledging. If 
the amount is not suffiencient we can re-evaluate and discuss how to come up with the remaining amount. 

*The exact amount of papers given out will be counted upon distribution and that exact amount will be expected 
back.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Attachment 1: 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Attachment 2: 

 

 
End 

 

Date

COSTS

COST Euros
1 210 M2 25 5250
2 4000
3 155 M2 17 2635
4 50 M2 27 1350
5 4 No. 150 600
6 1 No. estimate tbc 4000
7 9 M2 50 450
8 9 M2 50 450
9 M2 400
10 330 M2 17 5610
11 330 M2 200
12 5 No. 240 1200
13 6 No. 250 1500
14 1 No. 400 400
15 1 No. 565 565
16 9 M2 20 180
17 2000

TOTAL 28610
Note:
Labour not included
Specialist required - Plumbers and Electricians etc
Plumbing materials and electricals not included
Waste disposal costs eg skips not included
Prices are increasing every week (Russia - Ukraine war) affecting deliveries and supplies

Hidden cost to be added

WC.s
Wash hand basins + tap mixer
Kitchen sink + tap mixer

Fitted cupboard

02 April 2022

Tiles to Toilets and shower
Shower

Brickwork
Glass front
Glass door -internal
Doors

Painting to walls
Plasterboard to walls
Bi fold glass dividing wall

MATERIALS

Fire rated plasterboad
Ceiling
Des Kelly carpet tile (Alternative)
Carpet including underlay (G/F)

Project: SDA CHURCH - DUBLIN WEST

Descrption of work PROPOSED RENOVATIONS

radiators? underfloor heating, air conditioning? tbc

25K

tbc

LABOUR COSTS ARE USUALLY HIGHER THAN MATERIAL COSTS TARGET 5Ok

Steel frame and platform not included

signage

extractors? hub/oven?
most work assumed to be done by church volunteers.

Inflation?


